It is our purpose here to generalize this theorem to any quasi-field (a field, except that multiplication may not be commutative) on which is defined a conjugate operation of period 2 with the usual properties a + b = a + 5, ab = la.
Well known examples are any field with a=a; the field of complex numbers with the usual complex conjugate; the system of quaternions with real coefficients and the usual conjugate. The analogue in a quasi-field of quadratic form in a field is the hermitian quadratic form n ƒ = x'Ax = ^2 XiaijXj, where A' = A, or 5,-y = 0y*\
The scalars of a quasi-field are the elements 5 such that s = s. The diagonal elements of a hermitian matrix are therefore scalars. The process of completing squares is carried out in much the same way as in a field. Thus if, in ƒ above, an^O,
Hence the analogue of a form like /i in Witt's theorem can be written xiaxi + <j>, where <j> = ]T) XibijXj, hij = iy*.
t,y=»2
Since determinants do not exist in a quasi-field (except for hermitian matrices), we cannot demonstrate that a matrix T is nonsingular 
zeros. Let T denote any transformation {with coefficients in F) of Ai into A 2 , that is let
Then we can construct a transformation of B\ into B 2 .
PROOF. We can write (2) in the form
« c M yc x a-
where x 0 is a constant, x and 3> are column vectors of n -1 components, JTI a matrix of order n -\. Expanding (3) we get (4)
Our problem is to derive from (4)-(6) a transformation of B\ into 2?2. Suppose we could secure #o = l, # = 0, to begin with. Then by (5), 3,' = 0', ;y = 0; and by (6), T{BiTi~B 2 .
What we shall do is construct a nonsingular automorph U of A\ whose first column is the same as that of T. We first complete squares, which amounts to applying a transformation 
c ->]•
Here a=au, and B\ is hermitian with A. We have z f Az = ü'A\U y where z = Pu; and if we can construct an automorph U of Ai with u as first column, then P UP" 1 will be an automorph of A with z as first column. For, the first column of PU is Pu, and multiplication on the right by P~x does not change the first column of P U.
We can therefore use the notations (4)-(6) with JB 2 = 5I. Here XQ and x are given as satisfying (4), and it is required to find y and Pi to satisfy (5) and (6).
The cases #o = 0 and XOT^O must be distinguished. Let #o = 0. Then x'BiX~a f and we must choose y and Pi to satisfy
The last equation can be replaced by (xy') f Bi(xy f ) + Ti BiTi^Bi, hence by (9) (*/ + T^'B^xy' + Pi) = Bi, in view of (8i). Then all of (8) will hold if we put We therefore try to choose a number k in 7? to satisfy
In virtue of (4) this will be satisfied if
Here we try the substitution k -F" 1 , and multiply left and right by t and t to obtain
.
To satisfy this we put t = h+xoaxo, and find (17) hÇxoaxo^h = a, which holds if A = ± axo, t = (x 0 ± l)a#o.
Since 2 5^0 in J 7 we can choose the sign to make / 5^0, so that i fe exists. We can now solve for T\ the equations 4. An alternative construction for Theorem 2. For some purposes, it is more advantageous not to construct an automorph of Ai, but to continue the argument from (4)-(6) as follows. If x 0 = 0, xy' + Ti replaces B\ by 5 2 . Let #o^O. Then (5) is equivalent to (12), and (6) reduces to (13) with B 2 instead of B\ on the right. We have (14)-(17) as before, and so Ti+xkx''BiTi is a transformation replacing Bi by S 2 . This transformation may in certain cases be integral (in a sense which we need not discuss here) even though no integral automorph of Ai exists with xo and x as first column.
It should be mentioned that the preceding methods can be extended to the case where the element a is replaced by a nonsingular hermitian matrix of order greater than 1. 
